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COMPUTER ( CLASS-II )  

 

Name- _______________________Class & Section -__________Roll Number- _______ 

 

Q1-Tick the correct option :(5) 

1.A monitor looks like a  

a) Microwave                       b) Car     c) Television  

2-A ________ is used to play games on computer. 

a) Scanner      b) Joystick            c) Printer 

3-There are ______ enter keys available on a keyboard. 

a) 1                                b) 2                          c) 3 

4-In notepad the blinking line is known as ______________. 

a) Text area                   b) Menu bar            c) Cursor 

5-The longest key on the keyboard is _____________. 

a) Enter key                 b) shift key               c) space bar  

6-____________ is a circular shaped disc. 

a) Pen drive                   b) hard disk           c) CD-ROM 

7-Keyboard is an example of  

a) Input                         b) output                c) Both a and b 

8- ________ is a small and portable storage device. 

a) Hard disc                 b) DVD                   c) Pen drive 

9-_______ is fixed inside CPU. 

a) CD-ROM                b) Hard disk            c) Pen drive 

10-_________ is used to do calculation. 

a) Calculator              b)Notepad               c) Both a and b. 

Q2. Write T for True and F for false statements: (10) 

   1-Text tool is used to delete a drawing. 

   2-Curve tool is used to draw straight lines. 

   3-Notepad is used to draw pictures with a mouse. 

   4-Calculator is used for doing calculation. 

   5-You can type your name in Notepad. 

   6-Input devices are used to give instructions. 

   7-A scanner is also known as pointing device. 

   8-A microphone is an output device. 

   9-A monitor looks like television. 

  10-CRT and LCD are two types of monitors. 



Q3. Name the following: (10) 

 

1-Input device________________. 

2-Device used to get result on the paper.____________________. 

3-The tool used to draw curves .__________________________. 

4-Device used as a pointing device.________________________. 

5-Device used to play games on the computer.____________ 

Q4-Use the clues to identify the terms:(10) 

1-N __ T ___ P___D is used to type letters ,words, and sentences. 

2- / button is used to do  D__VI __ I __N. 

3-C ___ P___ L O ___ K.      Key is used to type capital or small letters. 

 

4-A monitor looks like a T ___ L ___ V___ S I ___ N. 

5- A K__ Y ___ __ A __ D  is used to type words and numbers. 

6-S __ PE __ C_M __U T__RS. Works very fast. 

7-L__PT__P Fits in your lap. 

8-N__M B __ R keys are used to type numbers. 

9-The monitor has a P__W __ R button to switch it on or off. 

10-A  J _ Y S__I __ K  is used to play games on a computer. 

Q5-Answer these: (30) 

a) What is the use of enter key. 

b) Name any one input and one output device. 

c) What is notepad?  

d) What are storage devices?  

e) Which tool is used to type text in MS-PAINT? 

f) What is the use of a polygon tool? 

g) Name different storage devices used with computers? 

h) What is the use of a keyboard? 

i) What is the use of a printer? 

j) What is the use of a monitor? 

 

Q6. Answer the following questions:(10) 

a) Name the tools used to draw circles and rectangle. 

b) Write the uses of speaker and microphone. 

Q7.Draw and colour the diagram of a pen drive.(5) 
 

 

 

 

 


